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CUCM, UCxN, VMWare and 3rd party blade...

 cmcglamry 22 posts since May 18, 2009

CUCM, UCxN, VMWare and 3rd party blade centers Apr 18, 2012 8:41 AM

This is a cross posting from the cisco support communities at the recommendation of Cisco employees on the

thread there.

 

Cisco has the voice wiki published that has a good bit of info in it.  In the Wiki, Cisco has
published a standards based set of requirements for non Cisco UCS third party blade
hardware for supporting virtualization of UC.  It lists the expected things such as processor
speed, type, amounts of memory, etc.  All this is common sense.

 

Then it goes on to say that Cisco will only support IBM and HP, and specifically
excludes all other manufacturers.  As a partner, we are having issues with this.
  Customers don’t understand why the manufacturer enters into the standard,
and the only answer we can give them is “Because Cisco said so”.  That isn’t
being received very well, and we have had large customers back away from UC
virtualization as a result several times. 

 

I’m not trying to force this in any particular direction.  I just need an answer as
to WHY the vendor even matters if we are going to use a performance based
specification.  I can't make sense of this, and the customers certainly aren't
getting it. 

 

Has anyone ever gotten an official or semi official answer on this matter?   Every time
I've asked into the various SE's I deal with, I get complete silence in response.  Not trying
to force this in any particular direction....just trying to understand the answer so I can
communicate the requirement and explain it better.

 

TIA

/people/cmcglamry
https://communities.cisco.com/people/cmcglamry
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Cliff

Tags: uc, vmware, ucs, blade_server

   Srinivasan Kilambi 3,227 posts since Jun 11, 2009

Re: CUCM, UCxN, VMWare and 3rd party blade centers Apr 18, 2012 8:45 AM

This has been explained here. It comes down to strategic relationships on the BU side,
testing cycles and market penetration with IBM/HP being the other large vendors in this
space. Dell is always being considered but nothing set in stone

 

https://communities.cisco.com/message/75686#75686

 

See Pt 2 from James Arias.

 

Thanks

Srini

   cmcglamry 22 posts since May 18, 2009

Re: CUCM, UCxN, VMWare and 3rd party blade centers Apr 18, 2012 9:17 AM

 in response to Srinivasan Kilambi

THANK YOU!!!!   I have been after this for some time.  The specific section from your link
that applied:

 

Why not Dell” is due to market share and support readiness.  We want “soak
time” with VMware on HP/IBM before we consider opening up to other vendors.  If
I get in trouble at a joint HP/IBM account I have relationships to fall back on even
though technically we don’t support the HW in that scenario.  I do not have these
relationships with Dell, Fujitsu, Oracle, others … don’t really want them … need
to verify they won’t be required for customer/partner success.  Similar reasons
why we never made a Dell MCS appliance for CUCM.

/people/skilambi
https://communities.cisco.com/people/skilambi
https://communities.cisco.com/message/75686#75686#75686
/people/cmcglamry
https://communities.cisco.com/people/cmcglamry
https://communities.cisco.com/message/90676#90676
https://communities.cisco.com/message/90676#90676
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I can work with this. 

 

Much appreciate the response. 

 

Cliff

   Srinivasan Kilambi 3,227 posts since Jun 11, 2009

Re: CUCM, UCxN, VMWare and 3rd party blade centers Apr 18, 2012 11:43 AM

 in response to cmcglamry

No worries

 

Srini

/people/skilambi
https://communities.cisco.com/people/skilambi
https://communities.cisco.com/message/90679#90679
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